A study of modulated ventricular parasystole by programmed stimulation.
To analyze the phase-dependent sensitivity of the parasystolic pacemaker to nonparasystolic beats, 11 patients with modulated ventricular parasystole were studied using the ventricular extrastimulus method. The intrinsic parasystolic cycle lengths ranged from 1,100 to 1,800 ms. Premature stimuli altered the duration of the parasystolic cycle lengths by amounts that depended on timing of the test impulses within the parasystolic cycles. Premature impulses delivered during the first part of the parasystolic cycles prolonged the parasystolic cycle lengths to 107 to 151% of the intrinsic parasystolic cycle lengths and impulses applied during the second part abbreviated them to 70 to 81% of the intrinsic parasystolic cycle lengths. In 10 patients the accelerating effects were of greater magnitude than the decelerating effects. Transition from the accelerating to slowing phases was progressive or unstable in 9 patients and abrupt in 2. Changes induced by individual stimuli were short-lived and the parasystolic pacemakers returned immediately to their original rates. In 1 patient the biphasic sensitivity of parasystole to premature stimuli was shown to sustain for 21 days.